
The Princeton Review’s Solutions for Schools 

Give Your Students the  
Edge on the SAT® or ACT®

The Princeton Review’s Early Edge for the SAT or ACT is a standards-aligned college readiness course designed to 
complement our nationally renowned test preparation programs. It helps reinforce and increase the basic skills students  
need in order to perform well on high-stakes college admissions tests like the SAT, ACT and PSAT®. We’ve got your test  
prep covered.

Early Edge for the SAT or ACT Features:
• Scaffolded instruction, supporting all learning styles
• Extensive practice opportunities, including full-length diagnostic tests
• Focused work on reading strategies, with a strong emphasis on vocabulary
• Extra attention to word problems and math translation skills

Student Materials for the SAT or ACT:
• Student editions
• Full-length SAT or ACT diagnostic practice tests
• Personalized score reports, including essays graded by LiveGradersm 

Teacher Materials
• Teacher editions of all student materials
• Customized syllabi created with the needs of each campus in mind
• Teacher Portal access, which includes the ability to track:
 - Attendance
 - Students’ interaction with the online portal
 - Students’ test and drill performance



Sharpening the Edge 
You can combine Early Edge with supplementary workbooks and practice questions from The Princeton Review to arm 
students with the foundational content, strategies, skills and techniques for an SAT or ACT administration. These three sources 
of curriculum, recommended for 11th graders, give your students access to:

Give Your Students the Edge on the SAT or ACT
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For more information and to enroll, email CollegeReadiness@Review.com  
or call (877) 204-0183. 

PrincetonReview.com/CollegeReadiness

ACT MATH SKILLS:
• Geometry and measurement
•  Probability, data and statistical analysis
• Number concepts and properties
• Graphical representations, properties and
 measurements of plane figures and functions

ACT READING SKILLS:
• Author’s main idea, approach and  
    supporting details
• Sequential, comparative and
 cause-effect relationships
• Generalizations and conclusions

ACT ENGLISH SKILLS:
• Topic and development in terms of     
    purpose and focus
• Organization, unity and coherence
• Sentence structure and formation
• Conventions of usage and punctuation

ACT SCIENCE SKILLS:
• Interpretation of data
• Evaluation of models and inferences

ACT WRITING SKILLS:
• Interpretation of data
• Evaluation of models and inferences

SAT MATH SKILLS:
• Numbers and operations 
• Algebra and functions
• Geometry and measurement 
• Data, statistics and probability 

SAT READING SKILLS:
• Reasoning and inference
• Organization of ideas
• Generalizations and conclusions 
• Understanding of literary elements 
• Understanding of vocabulary and 
    sentence structure 

SAT WRITING AND LANGUAGE SKILLS:
• Grammatical relationships between words
• Grammatical structure of phrases 
• Order and relationships of sentences  
    and paragraphs 

We Make Implementing Early Edge Easy
You decide:
• The teachers: yours or ours 
• The model—in school, after school, on weekends or during the summer

We provide:
• Teacher training and support
• Custom syllabi, ranging from 30 hours to yearlong
• Dedicated program management


